Iterative methods, or methods of successive approximation, are often preferred in solving the algebraic equations which arise in approximating,~ ordinary or I partial differential equations. Several iterative schemes are in standard use and many others could be devised. But to determine under what circumstances a given one will converge and, if it converges, at what rate, are problems that are by no means trivial. The purpose of the present paper is to develop a fairly general technique that will often provide good convergence criteria. Most of the known criteria for the convergence of particular iterations fall out as special t cases. As by-products, applications will be made to questions concerning the nonsingularity of matrices, and the location of latent roots.
where An and A~2 are square submatrices. This is no real restriction, since the inverse of a reducible matrix is readily expressible in terms of inverses of the matrices Au and A~ of lower order.
For notational convenience, capital letters will refer throughout to matrices' low.er case Roman letters to column vectors, except when the letters N, n, i, ... are used as indices or to denote dimensions. Lower case Greek letters will denote scalars. Absolute value signs applied to a matrix or vector signify the replacement of each element by its modulus. Inequalities between matrices or between 'l vectors signify that the relation holds between each pair of corresponding elements. Thus ifx ~ = (~, ---, ~), then x rl = ( ~ , "'" , ~-l);if als0 yr = (n~, ... , ~/n), then to say that x > y is to say that ~ > ,/~ for every i. 
x,+l = k "k-Cx,.
Any decomposition of the form (2) leads m an iteration of the form (5) . If
where x is the true solution of the system and x, one of the iterates, then s, = C%.
Evidently s, will vanish in the limit for arbitrary So, and the iteration will be said to converge for arbitrary k, if and only if C" vanishes in the limit, x Thus for an iteration of the form (5) the problem is that of determining under what circumstances a matrix C is such that its powers vanish in the limit. This is not the most general possible iteration, but it includes a large class among which are the single-step (or so-called "Gauss-Seidel"), and the totalstep iterations. To describe these, suppose D is the diagonal of A. Then D-½AD-t has only ones along the diagonal, and it is symmetric (positive definite) if A is symmetric (positive definite). Hence, it is no restriction to suppose that A has the form
where B has a null diagonal. The total-step iteration (this will be called iteration T) is iteration (5) with C = B, k = h. If
where B1 is the lower triangle, B2 the upper triangle, of B, then (5) is the singlestep iteration (this will be called iteration S). It is known that if A is symmetric, then S converges if and only if A is positive definite [16] . However, for a symmetric A, convergence of T requires that not only A = I -B be positive definite, but also that I + B be positive definite, and the two conditions to-
The referee points out that the sequence (5) may converge even if C ~ does not vanish in the limit. This is true for special vectors k as appears from ~.+1 = (/+C + "" + C')k + C +~ xo.
To avoid treating these special cases, "convergence" will here be taken to mean "convergenee with k arbitrary".
gether are also sufficient [11] . For nonsymmetric A convergence of either iteration is assured when every row-sum (or every column-sum) of I B I is less than one [12] . This condition is sufficient, but by no means necessary. For any iteration (5) with nonsingular I -C to converge it is both necessary and sufficient that all latent roots of C lie within the unit circle in the complex plane. This theorem is well known (see, e.g., [14] ). However, it is of little practical utility, for obvious reasons.
The technique to be developed here makes use of the notion of norms. A norm of a vector x is any real-valued function II x I[ of the elements of x satisfying the three following conditions: the matrix norm is subordinate to the vector norm provided it is also true that for every A there exists an x ~ 0 such that
If the matrix norm is subordinate to some vector norm, then ]I I II = 1, since there exists an x for which
II x II = II xx II = II x I1" II • II.
From condition IV it follows that, given any matrix norm, it is true that II c' II < II c II ".
Consequently, if H C [] < 1 the sequence of norms of powers l] C~ N must vanish in the limit, and one is led to infer that C" vanishes in the limit. 
This holds for any norm whatever. Hence, a norm of a matrix cannot be less than the modulus of a latent root.
The most commonly used vector norm will be called here the Euclidean norm II x I1 B and is defined by tl x ll~ 2 = ~x.
Thus it is the square root of the sum of the squares of the elements. The Euclidean matrix norm ]] A ]]r is Similarly defined, and it can be shown to be consistent with the Euclidean vector norm [9] . It is not, however, subordinate It is readily verified that these definitions are equivalent to those given initially
[~o].
The problem of interest is, given an irreducible matrix, how can one define norm so that the norm of that particular matrix will have a value as small,as possible? Let A represent the matrix. For the present we impose no restrictions on the diagonal elements. Let g be any vector (11), and let Hence, It may be true that
-= I[ A rio
[A ]g -< ag.
I A I g = ~g.
In that case a is a latent root of I A I, andif h > 0 is any positive vector whatever, then necessarily A lrh < ~.
Hence, there is no possibility of improving upon the norm a. Suppose, however, that (13) holds, but not (14) . A method will be described for finding a vector h > 0 such that A lib < ~.
Let the relations (13) be written in scalar form. Among these scalar relations, at least one will be of equality (since otherwise in (13) the sign "_~" could be replaced by "<" and a reduced); some will be of strict inequality (since otherwise (14) would hold). By interchanging rows of A and elements of g, with a conjugate interchange of columns of A, we can suppose that the first r, say, are of strict inequality, the remaining n -r of equality. By partitioning one can then write (13) in the form I A1, I gl + I A~ I g~ < ~g~,
A21 I gl Jr IA2~ g~ = ag~. Now among the elements of A2~ at least one is non-null since A is irreducible. Suppose it is the element an~ • Let g now be replaced by g' = g -ethel where e > 0 is small. Then g2 will be unaffected and gl' will differ from gl in the first element alone. If in (15) g~' replaces gl and the relations are written in scalar form, the first inequality remains an inequality while e remains sufficiently small; the left members of all remaining relations either diminish, when a,1 ~ 0, or remain constant, when a~ = 0, and the former is true of the final one at least. Hence, at least one of the scalar equalities in (15) becomes an inequality, and no inequality is destroyed. Hence, there are now at least r + 1 inequalities. By repeating the process, if necessary, one obtains a vector h for which all equalities have been replaced by inequalities: 
If

IA Ih = o/h
then a' is a latent root of [A I. Otherwise the process can be repeated and can terminate only with a vector k which is a latent vector of J A IFrom its derivation the latent vector k > 0, and it is not hard to show that actually k > 0 [19, 11] . Since [I A II~ is a latent root, this proves incidentally a classical theorem due to Frobenius that an irreducible non-negative matrix f A t has a positive real latent root which is at least as great as the modulus of any other latent root, and that all elements of the associated latent vector are positive [5, 6, 19] .
There is another way of forming a vector h. In fact, if As is well known, the sequence of a's has the maximal latent root as its limit.
If ( Returning to the system (1), let A have the form (8) . In many important situations,
It is not required that B have a null diagonal, nor that B1 and B2 be upper and lower triangles. In any event take
The iteration S is defined by (5), and T by x~+~ = h + Bx~. Assuming B~ # 0, it follows that Bx _-< B, B~ # B, whence all latent roots of BI lie within the unit circle. Hence the right member of converges (see below) and its limit is the left member of this equality. Hence, I -B~ is nonsingular and
Hence,/3 = 1 is also a latent root of C and neither of the iterations T and S converges.
Since the right member of (19) is necessarily >0, C ~ 0 whenever the series converges. Let ~, be the maximal root of C, and suppose/3 < 1. The maximal root of B1 is strictly less than 8, whence I -f-lB1 is nonsingular (its roots all lie in a circle of center 1 and radius < 1). Then
so that t3 is a maximal root of (I --~-IB~)-IB2. But series expansions of both members of
converge and verify the inequality. Since the two members cannot be equal the two members of converges, the inequality is verified since the right member converges necessarily. The two members are not equal so that now ~ > f. If B1 is a triangle with a null diagonal (the usual case), then the expansion of the left member always converges. It follows that when (16) (I --B) . First, if < 1, then all latent roots of B lie within the unit circle whose center is the origin, and all latent roots of I --B lie within the unit circle whose center is 1. Hence, I -B has no null latent root and it is, therefore, nonsingular. But The theorem that such a matrix is nonsingular is classic. The statement made above is a generalization. ;i Now let A be any matrix, and write it in the form This represents n scalar inequalities, of which at least one must fail when ¢0 = is a latent root. Likewise there must be failure of at least one of the n scalar inequalities represented by
ID-~IIg>r.
Moreover, if A is irreducible and g is not a latent vector one must have an actual inequality in the reverse direction. 
D -wllgg rIDwI > rr r.
At least one inecluality from each system must fail when ~0 = ~, and, indeed, unless all inequalities become equalities simultaneously, at least one must hold strictly in the reverse direction [15, 3] .
